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ABSTRACT
This article investigates the efficiency of marker-assisted selection in reducing the length of the donor

chromosome segment retained around a locus held heterozygous by backcrossing. First, the efficiency of
marker-assisted selection is evaluated from the length of the donor segment in backcrossed individuals
that are (double) recombinants for two markers flanking the introgressed gene on each side. Analytical
expressions for the probability density function, the mean, and the variance of this length are given for
any number of backcross generations, as well as numerical applications. For a given marker distance, the
number of backcross generations performed has little impact on the reduction of donor segment length,
except for distant markers. In practical situations, the most important parameter is the distance between
the introgressed gene and the flanking markers, which should be chosen to be as closely linked as possible
to the introgressed gene. Second, the minimal population sizes required to obtain double recombinants
for such closely linked markers are computed and optimized in the context of a multigeneration backcross
program. The results indicate that it is generally more profitable to allow for three or more successive
backcross generations rather than to favor recombinations in early generations.

IN a backcross breeding program aimed at introgress- Gene introgression through recurrent backcrossing
ing a gene from a “donor” line into the genomic can be used in various circumstances: (i) in plant or

background of a “recipient” line, molecular markers animal breeding to improve the agronomic value of a
could be used to assess the presence of the introgressed commercial strain by introgressing a mono- or oligo-
gene (“foreground selection”; Tanksley 1983; Mel- genic trait (typically, a resistance trait) from a wild rela-
chinger 1990; Hospital and Charcosset 1997) and/ tive or from another—less productive—strain; (ii) to
or to accelerate the return to the recipient parent geno- transfer a transgenic construction from one (trans-
type at other loci (“background selection”; Tanksley formed) strain to another (nontransformed) strain; or
1983; Young and Tanksley 1989b; Hillel et al. 1990). (iii) to construct near-isogenic or congenic lines, e.g.,
The efficiency of background selection was demon- for the detection of quantitative trait loci (QTL) and/
strated by theoretical (e.g., Hospital et al. 1992; Vis- or the validation of candidate genes for such QTL. In
scher et al. 1996) as well as experimental (e.g., Ragot examples (i) and (ii), a drastic reduction of the length of
et al. 1995) results. the donor segment surrounding the introgressed gene is

As emphasized by Young and Tanksley (1989b), after important if undesirable genes are located close to the
a few backcross generations with no background selec- introgressed gene, as might be the case if the donor
tion on markers, most of the donor genes still segregat- strain is a wild genetic resource. If introgression takes
ing in the population are found on the chromosome place between two commercial strains, then a drastic
carrying the introgressed gene (carrier chromosome) reduction of the length of the donor segment is not
and more precisely on the intact chromosomal segment always important. In example (iii), such a reduction
of donor origin (“donor segment”) dragged along is always important. In cases where the reduction is
around this gene (Hanson 1959; Stam and Zeven 1981; important, one would like the donor segment re-
Naveira and Barbadilla 1992). Hence, an important maining in the backcross progenies at the end of the
objective of background selection should be the reduc- program to be as short as possible. This article examines
tion of the length of this donor segment. Obviously,

background selection against the donor segment on the
background selection on noncarrier chromosomes is

carrier chromosome.also important, though this selection is more efficient
The article is divided into two parts. In the first part,in late backcross generations (Hospital et al. 1992).

I derive various statistics describing the length of the
intact segment between the gene of interest and a flank-
ing marker, as a function of markers’ positions and
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assisted backcross programs but also to many studies where l is in morgans. For convenience, I use morgans
throughout in the analytical derivations and convertrelated to introgression. In the second part, I study the

minimal population sizes that are necessary to obtain a into centimorgans in the numerical applications (in
tables and figures).selection objective, as a function of markers’ positions

and number of backcross generations performed. Here, Let T be the locus of the introgressed gene (or “tar-
get” gene). I assume that T is flanked by two markerselection is applied on two flanking markers, one on

each side of the introgressed gene, and the selection loci M1 and M2, one on each side. At each generation
individuals carrying the donor allele at locus T can beobjective is to obtain a backcross progeny that carries

the donor allele at the locus of interest and recipient identified. If the introgressed gene is identified unam-
biguously by its phenotype, or by its genotype, or by thealleles at both flanking markers (such an individual

genotype is called “double recombinant” herein, regard- genotype of an intragenic marker (e.g., in the case of a
transgene), then I define l1 (respectively l 2) as the realless of whether the two recombination events took place

at the same or at different generations). distance from the introgressed locus T to the flanking
marker M1 (respectively M2) on one side and L1 (respec-This simple selection scenario was chosen as a case

study for several reasons. First, it is of direct practical tively L 2) as the real distance from the introgressed locus
T to the chromosome end on the same side. If theinterest because it is often used in real backcross breed-

ing programs, for example, in plant breeding. Second, introgressed gene is identified through markers (viz.
“foreground selection markers,” different from theit is the simplest case study that permits the investigation

of the effects of three main parameters: the positions “background selection markers” M1 and M2, and closer
to the introgressed locus), then l1 (respectively l 2) isof the flanking markers, the number of backcross gener-

ations performed, and the number of individuals geno- the distance from the outermost foreground selection
marker locus on one side of T to the background selec-typed at each generation. Third, the results derived in

this context can be used to evaluate the efficiency of tion marker locus M1 (respectively M2) on the same
side, and L1 (respectively L 2) is the distance from thismore complex selection scenarios (e.g., selection on

several flanking markers on each side of the intro- outermost foreground selection marker locus to the
chromosome end on the same side. In any case, thegressed gene, which is also addressed here).

Questions relevant to the study of the efficiency of only markers considered hereafter are the background
selection markers M1 and M2. The efficiency of fore-such a breeding scheme are as follows: (i) What is the

efficiency of marker-assisted selection for the reduction ground selection was investigated elsewhere (Mel-
chinger 1990; Hospital and Charcosset 1997) andof the donor segment length—i.e., what is the length

of this segment among double recombinants; (ii) what is not considered here.
is the best position of the flanking marker to reach a
given efficiency; (iii) how many individuals should be

SIZE OF DONOR CHROMOSOME SEGMENTSgenotyped at each generation; and (iv) how many suc-
AROUND INTROGRESSED LOCI UNDERcessive backcross generations should be performed?

MARKER-ASSISTED SELECTION

In this article, the efficiency of marker-assisted selec-
DEFINITIONS tion is evaluated by its ability to reduce the length of

the intact donor chromosome segment dragged alongI consider a backcross breeding program aimed at
around locus T (donor segment). Assuming no interfer-introgressing a gene from a “donor” line into the geno-
ence, recombination events on each side of the intro-mic background of a “recipient” line. The program
gressed locus are independent and can be treated sepa-starts from an F1 hybrid between two homozygous paren-
rately. For simplicity I consider in this section only thetal lines (generation t � 0). I assume that the parental
length of the donor segment on one side of the intro-lines carry different alleles at each locus. At each back-
gressed locus, where marker M (standing for either M1cross (BC) generation (BCt, t � 1), only the genes car-
or M2) is at distance l (standing for either l1 or l 2) andried by the chromosome inherited from the backcrossed
the chromosome end at distance L (standing for eitherparent are segregating. Thus, for simplicity I refer only
L1 or L 2).to the haploid genotypes (haplotypes) on that chromo-

If the introgressed gene is identified unambiguouslysome and state that an individual “is of donor type” at
(see definitions) as is assumed here, then the totala locus if this individual is in fact heterozygous donor/
length of the donor segment is simply the sum of lengthsrecipient at that locus or “is of recipient type” if in fact
on both sides. If the introgressed gene is identifiedhomozygous recipient/recipient at that locus.
through foreground selection markers (see defini-I assume here that recombination is without interfer-
tions), then the donor genome within foreground se-ence and use the Haldane mapping function, giving the
lection should also be taken into account in the compu-relationship between recombination rate r and corre-
tation of total donor segment length. If foregroundsponding map distance l as
selection markers are located close to each other, as is
generally recommended to provide a good control ofr � r[l] � 1⁄2(1 � e�2l), (1)
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the introgressed gene (Hospital and Charcosset t1, generation (BCt1) at which the marker is observed to
be of recipient type;1997), then the total length of the intact donor segment

is approximately equal to the sum of lengths on both t2, generation (BCt2) at which the length of the donor
segment is observed;sides plus the distance between those foreground selec-

tion markers. If foreground selection markers are far- Y(t1, t2), random variable, length of donor segment at
t2 given that the marker is of recipient type at t1;ther apart, then slightly more complex calculations tak-

ing those markers into account are required. This was gt1,t2(x), PDF of Y(t1, t2) at x ;
Y(t1) � Y(t1, t1);not done here for the sake of simplicity and generality.

Thus, strictly speaking, the calculations in this section gt1(x) � gt1,t1(x);
Y*(t1, t2), random variable, length of donor segment atprovide the length of the intact donor segment on one

side of a locus (either the introgressed locus itself or the t2 given that the marker is of recipient type “for the
first time” at t1 (i.e., the marker was of donor type foroutermost foreground selection marker locus), which

carries a donor allele, given that on this side another t � t1);
g*t1,t2(x), PDF of Y*(t1, t2) at x ;locus (the flanking marker M) at distance l carries a

recipient allele. The case where the marker carries a PM(t1), probability that the marker is of recipient type
at t1;donor allele is addressed separately. This makes the

results of general interest, not only in the case of marker- P*M(t1), probability that the marker is of recipient type
for the first time at t1;assisted backcross programs but also in any case where

one desires to estimate the genomic composition of EY(t1, t2) and EY*(t1, t2), means of the random variables
Y and Y*, respectively;chromosomal segments flanked by loci of known geno-

types in backcross programs. �Y(t1, t2) and �Y*(t1, t2), standard deviations (i.e., square
roots of the variances) of the random variables.The expected length of the donor segment, without

background selection on markers, was first derived by
In the following I refer, if need be, either to theHanson (1959) and clearly revisited by Naveira and

probability that a crossover occurs or to the probabilityBarbadilla (1992), who also provided the correspond-
that a recombination occurs. Under the assumption ofing variance. Note, however, that another possible mea-
no interference, the positions of crossovers along a chro-sure of the efficiency of selection is the total proportion
mosome follow a Poisson process. The probability thatof donor genes on the carrier chromosome (either on
a crossover occurs in an infinitely small interval of sizethe intact segment linked to T or on noncontiguous
dx is equal to dx. The probability that no crossoverblocks of genes elsewhere on the carrier chromosome).
occurs in an interval of size l is equal to e�l, etc. TheThis was computed by Stam and Zeven (1981) for the
probability that a recombination occurs in an intervalcase of no background selection. This measure is not
(strictly speaking, between two edges of an interval) ofconsidered here: I focus only on the length of the intact
size l is given by (1). An odd number of crossoversdonor segment linked to T. But in any case, numerical
occurring in an interval provides recombination, and ancomparison of the results of Naveira and Barbadilla
even number of crossovers provides no recombination.

(1992) and Stam and Zeven (1981) indicates that the
The intact donor segment is bounded by locus T on

vast majority of donor genes on the carrier chromosome
one end and by the location of the closest crossover

are located on the intact segment, even without back-
on the other end. If several successive generations are

ground selection. considered, then the latter is the closest crossover
Without background selection on the marker, let X(t) among all crossovers that took place at different genera-

be the random variable corresponding to the length of tions. The generation at which this bounding crossover
intact donor segment on one side of the introgressed took place is denoted tco.locus at generation BCt. From Naveira and Barbadilla Single-generation information: I first study the distri-
(1992), the probability density function (PDF) ft(x) for bution of the length of the intact donor segment in
X(t) is the most simple situation where all the information

available was obtained at a single generation t1. Theft(x) � te�tx, (2)
corresponding random variable is Y(t1) � Y(t1, t1).

the mean of X(t) is The probability that the marker is of recipient type
at t1 isEX(t) � 1/t(1 � e�tL), (3)

PM(t1) � 1 � (1 � r[l])t1. (5)
where L is the distance to the chromosome end, and
the variance of X(t) is Let x be any chromosomal position between the locus

T and the marker (0 � x � l). Extending the rationale�2
X(t) � 1/t 2{1 � e�tL(2tL � e�tL)}. (4)

of Naveira and Barbadilla (1992), the probability
Here, I derive similar results in the case where back- that at generation t1 the length of the segment is x and

ground selection on the flanking marker M at distance the marker is of recipient type is decomposed as follows:
In the interval ]0, x], for the length of the intactl is applied. Define the following variables:
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segment to be x two conditions are required: (i) At a
given generation tco (1 � tco � t1), a crossover must have
occurred exactly in the infinitely small interval ]x, x �
dx] (probability dx) and no crossover must have oc-
curred in the interval ]0, x] (probability e�x); (ii) at any
of the remaining generations t (1 � t � t1; t � tco),
no crossover must have occurred in the interval ]0, x]
(probability e�(t1�1)x). The probability for the interval ]0,
x] is then

e�t1xdx. (6)

In the interval ]x, l], the only possibility for the marker
not to be of recipient type at generation t1 is that a
recombination occurred in the interval ]x, l] at exactly
the same generation tco as above (probability r[l�x]), and
no recombination occurred in the interval ]x, l] at any
of the (t1 � 1) remaining generations (probability (1 �
r[l�x])(t1�1)). For the interval ]x, l], the probability that

Figure 1.—Probability density function (PDF) of intact do-the marker is of recipient type at generation t1 is then
nor segment length on one side of locus T with single-genera-
tion information. Marker is at distance l � 20 cM. Abscissa:1 � r[l�x](1 � r[l�x])(t1�1). (7)
segment length x (cM). Ordinate: PDF gt1(x) at different
BCt1 generations, with t1 � 1, 2, 3, 5, or 10. See text for details.Another demonstration of (7) is provided in appendix a.

Assuming no interference, the overall conditional
probability is obtained by multiplying (6) by (7), com- Conversely both skewness and kurtosis are increased for
bining for any tco � [1, t1] (i.e., multiplying by t1), and markers farther apart from locus T.
finally dividing by (5). Mathematically speaking, this The mean EY(t1) of Y(t1) is then simply obtained from
probability is Pr(x � Y � x � dx). The PDF gt1(x) for (8) by integrating for x along the chromosome up to
Y(t1) is then simply obtained by differentiating with re- the marker position
spect to x (i.e., dropping the term in dx):

EY(t1) � �
l

0
xgt1(x)dx, (9)

gt1(x) � gt1,t1(x) �
1 � r[l�x](1 � r[l�x])(t1�1)

1 � (1 � r[l])t1
t1e�t1x

which gives

�
2t1 � (1 � e�2(l�x))(1 � e�2(l�x))(t1�1)

2t1 � (1 � e�2l)t1
t1e�t1x. (8) EY(t1) �

1/t12t1{1 � (1 � t1l )e�t1l } � t1Rt1�1
k�0 �t1 � 1

k �{u[t1, k � 1] � u[t1, k]}

{2t1 � (1 � e�2l )t1}

(10)This is a much simpler demonstration than that of
Frisch and Melchinger (2001), because here I use with
either probability of recombination or probability of

u[t1, k] � �
l

0
xe�t1xe�2k(l�x)dxcrossover when appropriate, although the mathematical

result is identical (except the one expressed in terms
of hyperbolic trigonometric functions in Frisch and
Melchinger 2001). Moreover, I provide detailed nu- �






1
2

l 2e�t1l if t1 � 2k,

e l(t1�2k) � l(t1 � 2k) � 1

(t1 � 2k)2
e�t1l otherwise.

merical applications and discussion below.
An example of the distribution of gt1(x) is given in

Figure 1 for a marker located at distance l � 20 cM (11)
from locus T, at different BCt1 generations. It is seen

The standard deviation �Y(t1) of Y(t1) is obtained fromthat the distribution of gt1 is of decreasing exponential
shape and skewed toward low x values. For a given �2

Y(t1) � �
l

0
x 2gt1(x)dx � (EY(t1))2, (12)

marker position, both skewness (asymmetry) and kurto-
sis (peakedness) of the distributions increase in ad- where gt1(x) is obtained from (8) and EY(t) from (10).
vanced backcross generations. For other marker posi- A closed formula for (12) could be derived as was done
tions (results not shown), the number and the effects above for EY, but the expression would be more complex
of t2 on the shape of the distributions are the same, and barely useful since numerical results can now be
except that for a given backcross generation both skew- obtained directly from (12) with a mathematical soft-

ware package [for example, many numerical resultsness and kurtosis are reduced for markers closer to T.
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Figure 2.—The expected length of intact do-
nor segment on one side of locus T with single-
generation information. Abscissa: marker dis-
tance l (cM). Solid lines: EY(t1) (cM) at different
BCt1 generations, with t1 � 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 10.
Dotted lines: the expected lengths (cM) of donor
segment without background selection from
Equation 3 at the same generations for a chromo-
some end at distance 100 cM from locus T.

given in this article were obtained using Mathematica donor segment with no background selection (3) for
the same generations are given in the graph for compari-(Wolfram 1988)]. Other numerical results (not shown)

indicate that the standard deviation �Y is generally of son, in the case of a chromosome end at distance 100
cM from locus T. Figure 2 shows that marker-assistedthe same order as the mean EY, corresponding to quite

large variances of donor segment length. selection (solid lines) is obviously very efficient in reduc-
ing the length of the donor segment, compared to itsHowever, whereas the mean is always a meaningful
expected value when no marker-assisted backgroundparameter for any distribution, the standard deviation
selection is applied (dotted lines), except for markersmight not be the most appropriate parameter in the
far apart from locus T in late BC generations. Marker-present case, given the shape of the PDF (Figure 1).
assisted selection is more efficient as markers are closerWith such distributions, parameters like quantiles are
to T. Note, however, that the values in Figure 2 aremore appropriate. For example, I study the 9th decile
given for an individual that is known to be of recipientdefined as the threshold � such that
type at the marker. The probability of obtaining such

Pr(Y � �) � �
�

0
g(x)dx � 0.9. (13) an individual then depends on the population size. This

is addressed later but obviously the closer the marker
In the tables below, � values were computed by solving is to locus T, the larger the population size has to be.
(13) numerically. The donor segment is bounded by the closest cross-

I also computed the PDF, mean, and variance of intact over position among all successive meioses. Thus, for a
segment length in the case where the marker M is of given marker position, the expected length of the donor
donor type. The corresponding results are given in segment should be smaller in advanced BC generations,
appendix b. These results are not used in this article because the accumulation of meioses can only reduce
because I wish to focus on the optimization of marker- the segment length compared to its value in BC1. But
assisted selection, where the objective is that the marker Figure 2 shows that the number of backcross genera-
is of recipient type. However, these results were derived tions (t1) has a visible effect only for markers relatively
for the sake of generality and could be useful in other far apart from locus T (l � 20 cM). For markers closer
contexts, e.g., to compute “graphical genotypes” (Young to T (�20 or 10 cM), the expected length of donor
and Tanksley 1989a). In the rest of this section, I refer segment in advanced backcross generations (BC5 or
only to the case where the marker is of recipient type. BC10) is not visibly reduced below its value in BC1, i.e.,

Numerical values for the expected length of the do- �l/2. Hence, it is likely that a relatively large portion
nor segment on one side, EY(t1), computed using (10), of the unwanted donor genome will remain segregating
are plotted in Figure 2 as a function of marker position in the backcross progenies, even after several genera-

tions of marker-assisted selection.l for different BCt1 generations. Expected lengths of
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Another way to evaluate the effect of the number of crossovers that would reduce donor segment length
without affecting the genotype at the marker. To investi-backcross generations (t1) is to compute the minimum

number of backcross generations needed to reduce the gate this in more detail, slightly more complex situations
must be considered.expected length of donor segment below a given thresh-

old. This is done in Figure 3 where the threshold is The first situation considered is that when, after the
(recipient) genotype of the marker has been observedexpressed as a fraction c of the distance between T and

the marker: minimal t1 values such that EY(t1) � cl are at generation t1, the backcross breeding program is nev-
ertheless pursued until generation t2 (t2 � t1), and thegiven in function of l for c � 1⁄2, 3⁄8, 1⁄4, or 1⁄8. This reinforces

the conclusions drawn from Figure 2: In BC1, the ex- length of donor segment is observed at t2. From genera-
tion t1 to t2, selection on the marker is no longer neces-pected segment length is approximately l/2 regardless

of marker position. Reducing the expected segment sary, since the marker is then fixed for the recipient
type allele. Only foreground selection for the intro-length below l/2 requires unrealistically large numbers

of backcross generations, unless the marker is quite far gressed gene is necessary. Still, additional gain in the
reduction of the donor segment could be expected fromaway from locus T.

I now investigate in more detail whether the accumu- crossovers taking place in this heterozygous part of the
genome during meioses from t1 to t2. I now evaluate thelation of meioses could permit a better reduction of the

donor segment length. If this has an important effect, amount of this possible additional gain.
The random variable corresponding to the length ofit will provide an alternative to using closer markers at

the expense of larger population sizes. The results in donor segment at generation t2, given that the marker
was observed to be of recipient type at t1 (t1 � t2), isFigure 2 indicate that a moderate gain may be expected
Y(t1, t2). The PDF gt1,t2 is calculated following the samefrom advanced backcross generations, at least for distant
rationale as above for gt1. Only the recombination eventsmarkers. But, the only information considered so far in
taking place at BC generations up to t1 affect the markerthe calculations is that the marker is of recipient type
genotype, since the marker is fixed for recipient typeat generation t1 and the donor segment length is ob-
after t1.served at the same generation t1. This is not the most

The probability that the marker is of recipient typeappropriate study of the effect of meiosis accumulation
at t1 is given by (5). For the interval ]0, x], the probabilitybecause, among the crossovers that take place between
is simply e�t2x dx similar to (6). For the interval ]x, l],locus T and the marker, it does not permit one to distin-
two cases must be considered. If the crossover in theguish between the (single) crossover that makes the
infinitely small interval ]x, x � dx] took place before t1marker return to recipient type and (possibly) other
(1 � tco � t1; t1 possibilities), then the probability for
the interval ]x, l] is the same as for gt1 in (7). If the
crossover in the infinitely small interval ]x, x � dx] took
place after t1 (t1 � tco � t2; t2 � t1 possibilities) then, for
the marker to be of recipient type at t1, at least one
recombination must have occurred in the interval ]x,
l] at some BC generation before t1 [probability 1 �
(1 � r[l�x])t1].

Finally, the PDF gt1,t2 for Y (t1, t2) is

gt1t2
(x) �

t1{1 � r[l�x](1 � r[l�x])(t1�1)} � (t2 � t1){1 � (1 � r[l�x])(t1)}

e t2x{1 � (1 � r[l ])t1}
.

(14)

The corresponding mean EY(t1, t2), variance �2
Y(t1, t2),

and ninth decile are defined similarly to (9), (12), and
(13), respectively. These were computed numerically.

Multiple-generation information: So far, the informa-
tion considered in the derivations for Y(t1) or Y(t1, t2)
was that a recombination occurred between T and M
at some generation t � [1, t1], but the exact generation
at which this recombination took place was considered

Figure 3.—Minimum number of backcross generations as unknown. However, in practical situations, continu-
needed to reduce the expected length of the donor segment ous selection on background markers is applied, as is
on one side of locus T below a given fraction of marker dis- generally recommended. In such cases, the marker ge-tance. Abscissa: marker distance l (cM). Ordinate: minimum

notypes are observed at every generation t � [1, t1], tonumber of backcross generations. Solid lines correspond to
different threshold values expressed as a fraction of l. pick out recombinant individuals as soon as possible.
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The exact generation at which the recombination took g*t1 � g*t1,t1, (17)
place between T and M is then known. To evaluate the

and, in that particular case, the mean simplifies toefficiency of marker-assisted selection in such situations,
different events and associated probabilities must be EY *(t1) � �

l

0
xg*t1 (x)dx

considered. The corresponding variables are indicated
by parameters with asterisks. � 1/t coth l {1 � (sech l)t}, (18)

The probability that the marker is of recipient type
where coth and sech are the hyperbolic tangent andfor the first time at generation t1 (i.e., the marker is of
the hyperbolic secant functions, respectively.donor type for any t � t1) is

Generally, the following relationship holds between
g and g*,P*M(t1) � r[l](1 � r[l])t1�1. (15)

The random variable corresponding to the length of �
k�t1

k�1

P*M(k)g*k,t2(x) � PM(t1)gt1,t2(x), (19)
the donor segment at generation t2, given that the
marker was of recipient type for the first time at genera- giving
tion t1 (t1 � t2), is Y*(t1, t2). Note that obviously Y and

P*M(t1)g*t1,t2(x) � PM(t1)gt1,t2(x) � PM(t1 � 1)gt1�1,t2(x). (20)Y* are identical at t1 � 1. Following the same rationale
as above, we need to focus only on recombination events Numerical applications: Numerical applications of
in the chromosomal segment ]x, l]. Three cases must the above derivations for the mean (E) and ninth decile
be considered, tco being the generation at which the (�) of Y*(t1, t2) and Y(t1, t2) are given in Table 1 for a
crossover bounding the donor segment has occurred. marker distance of 50 cM from the introgressed gene

If tco � t1 (t1 � 1 possibilities), then at generations t and in Table 2 for a distance of 20 cM.
(t � t1; t � tco), for the marker to be of donor type, no Setting the marker position at 50 cM (Table 1) is not
recombination must have occurred in the interval ]x, the most realistic situation. However, it makes it easier
l]. At generation t � tco, the crossover occurred in the to study the effects of the various parameters, because
infinitely small interval ]x, x � dx] so, for the marker the results are more contrasting than for a shorter
to remain of donor type, a recombination must have marker distance. It is thus given as an illustrative exam-
occurred in the interval ]x, l]. At generation t � t1, for ple. Results for a more realistic marker position (20 cM)
the marker to be of recipient type, a recombination are also provided (Table 2).
must have occurred in the interval ]x, l]. The results in Table 1 for multiple-generation infor-

If tco � t1 (one possibility), then at generations t (t � mation (Y*(t1, t2)) highlight the effects of the two pa-
t1; t � tco), for the marker to be of donor type, no rameters: t1, the BC generation at which the recombina-
recombination must have occurred in the interval ]x, tion occurred between the locus T and the marker, and
l]. At generation t � tco � t1, the crossover occurred t2, the BC generation at which the donor segment length
in the infinitely small interval ]x, x � dx] so, for the is observed (or the total duration of the backcross pro-
marker to be of recipient type, no recombination must gram). Note that t1 and t2 values shown in the tables are
have occurred in the interval ]x, l]. not continuous (1, 2, 3, 5, 10).

Finally, if tco 	 t1 (t2 � t1 possibilities), then at genera- The results for Y* in Table 1 at t1 � t2 indicate that
tions t (t � t1), for the marker to be of donor type, no the expected donor segment length is shorter in the
recombination must have occurred in the interval ]x, case of a later recombination between the locus T and
l]. At generation t � t1, for the marker to be of recipient the marker. For example, if the marker is of recipient
type, a recombination must have occurred in the inter- type for the first time in BC1 and the donor segment is
val ]x, l]. also observed in BC1 (t1 � t2 � 1), then the expected

Combining for all possible tco values, the PDF for segment length is 24.5 cM (Table 1), while if the marker
Y*(t1, t2) is then is of recipient type for the first time in BC3 only and

the segment length is also observed in BC3 (t1 � t2 �
g*t1,t2

(x)
3), then this length is 21.8 cM (Table 1). This is so
because in the case of a distant marker (l � 50 cM in

�
(t1 � 1)r2

[l�x](1 � r[l�x])(t1�2) � (1 � r[l�x])(t1) � (t2 � t1)r[l�x](1 � r[l�x])(t1�1)

e t2xr[l] (1 � r[l])(t1�1)
. Table 1) double crossover events between T and the

marker may occur at relatively high frequency before(16)
the recombination between T and the marker takes

The corresponding mean EY *(t1, t2), variance �2
Y *(t1, t2), place (such double crossovers reduce donor segment

and ninth decile for Y*(t1, t2) are defined as before and length while the marker remains of donor type). Obvi-
were computed numerically. Note, however, that when ously, the frequency of double crossovers is much lower
the marker genotype and the length of donor segment in the case of a shorter marker distance (e.g., 20 cM,
are observed at the same generation (t1 � t2) the PDF Table 2); thus values for Y* at t1 � t2 in Table 2 are

then hardly reduced with increasing t1.of Y*(t1) � Y*(t1, t1) is
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TABLE 1

Efficiency of marker-assisted selection when marker is at l � 50 cM from the introgressed gene

Observation

t2 � 1 t2 � 2 t2 � 3 t2 � 5 t2 � 10

Recombination E � E � E � E � E �

a. Multiple-generation information (Y*)
t1 � 1 24.5 (44.8) 20.9 (42.1) 18.1 (38.7) 14.0 (31.6) 8.6 (19.7)
t1 � 2 23.1 (44.1) 19.8 (41.2) 15.1 (34.0) 9.0 (20.8)
t1 � 3 21.8 (43.4) 16.3 (36.5) 9.5 (21.9)
t1 � 5 19.5 (41.7) 10.6 (24.7)
t1 � 10 15.1 (36.0)

b. Single-generation information (Y)
t1 � 1 24.5 (44.8) 20.9 (42.1) 18.1 (38.7) 14.0 (31.6) 8.6 (19.7)
t1 � 2 21.8 (43.0) 18.8 (39.8) 14.4 (32.6) 8.7 (20.1)
t1 � 3 19.4 (40.8) 14.8 (33.6) 8.9 (20.5)
t1 � 5 15.6 (35.2) 9.2 (21.2)
t1 � 10 9.6 (22.3)

Mean (E) and ninth decile (�) of the distribution of intact donor segment length on one side of locus T
observed at various BC generations t2 given that the marker is of recipient type at generation t1, in two situations:
(a) The recombination between the introgressed gene and the marker took place exactly at t1 (i.e., the marker
is of donor type at any t � t1); or (b) the recombination took place at some generation t � t1 (i.e., the marker
genotype at t � t1 is unknown). See text for details.

However, the results in Table 1 indicate that the ex- 1, t2 � 3, Table 1), compared to 21.8 cM for t1 � 3.
There is also a gain on the ninth decile � (38.7 vs. 43.4pected donor segment length is better reduced by cross-

overs occurring after the recombination between locus cM). In any case, the gain obtained by forcing early
recombination between T and the marker is of moder-T and the marker occurred (i.e., after the marker re-

turned to recipient type). For example, if segment ate importance and would be obtained at the expense
of increased population sizes (see next section).length is again observed in BC3, but it is known that the

marker was already of recipient type since generation Moreover, results for multiple-generation informa-
tion (Y* values) are relevant to evaluate a posteriori theBC1 (i.e., two additional BC generations were performed

after the marker returned to recipient type), then the efficiency of selection once the BC program is com-
pleted and the genotypes of the individuals selected atexpected length of the donor segment is 18.1 cM (t1 �

TABLE 2

Efficiency of marker-assisted selection when marker is at l � 20 cM from the introgressed gene

Observation

t2 � 1 t2 � 2 t2 � 3 t2 � 5 t2 � 10

Recombination E � E � E � E � E �

a. Multiple-generation information (Y*)
t1 � 1 10.0 (18.0) 9.3 (17.6) 8.8 (17.2) 7.8 (16.2) 5.9 (13.3)
t1 � 2 9.9 (17.9) 9.2 (17.6) 8.2 (16.6) 6.2 (13.8)
t1 � 3 9.8 (17.9) 8.6 (17.1) 6.5 (14.3)
t1 � 5 9.6 (17.8) 7.1 (15.3)
t1 � 10 9.1 (17.6)

b. Single-generation information (Y)
t1 � 1 10.0 (18.0) 9.3 (17.6) 8.8 (17.2) 7.8 (16.2) 5.9 (13.3)
t1 � 2 9.6 (17.8) 9.0 (17.4) 7.9 (16.4) 6.1 (13.6)
t1 � 3 9.2 (17.5) 8.1 (16.6) 6.2 (13.8)
t1 � 5 8.5 (17.0) 6.4 (14.2)
t1 � 10 6.9 (15.1)

Mean (E) and ninth decile (�) of the distribution of intact donor segment length for multiple- (Y*) or
single- (Y) generation information. See Table 1 or text for details.
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the various generations are known. It is not relevant to marker is obtained. But, the amount of this gain de-
pends on the distance between the locus T and thethe a priori design of a program before it is started,

because it would not make sense to design a program marker and tends to zero for realistic (short) marker
distances (l � 20 cM). For such short distances, the BCsuch that the recombination between the locus T and

the marker takes place, for example, in BC3 (t1 � 3) generation at which the recombination between the
locus T and the marker takes place (t1) has little impactand not in BC2 or BC1. What makes sense is to allow a

double recombinant to be selected as soon as possible, on donor segment length. Moreover, at short marker
distances, the total duration of the program (t2) alsowhile keeping population sizes within affordable limits.

To do so, one would design a program such that recom- has little impact on donor segment length. Hence, in
such cases, the donor segment length mostly dependsbination between the locus T and the marker M takes

place by a given generation. In other words, to keep on the position of the marker, and not on the number
of BC generations performed. Overall, it is generallywith the above example one would require that recombi-

nation take place in BC3 or at any previous generation. more efficient to use closer markers (reduce l), than
to allow additional BC generations for more distantIn this case, single-generation information (Y) is rele-

vant to predict a priori the efficiency of such a program. markers. For short marker distances, reducing l has
more impact on the reduction of donor segment lengthThe results for single-generation information (Y) in

Table 1 indicate that the reduction of donor segment than increasing t2 (as was seen from Figure 2) or increas-
ing t2 � t1 (see Table 2). However, it is important tolength obtained by forcing early recombination between

T and the marker (t1 � t2) is even less important in the note that the above results on the length of donor seg-
ment were derived conditionally on obtaining a recom-context of such an a priori prediction. For example,

for a BC program designed to last at most three BC binant genotype for either or both markers. Thus, the
probability of obtaining such a recombinant was notgenerations, if no other information is available (i.e.,

the recombination between T and the marker took place taken into account in the optimization of the BC
scheme. Yet, the number of BC generations does affectin BC3 or in any earlier generation), then the expected

donor segment length is 19.4 cM (t1 � t2 � 3, Table 1). genotype probabilities in conjunction with the popula-
tion size. Hence, the number of BC generations shouldIf it is known that the recombination took place in

BC1, and two additional BC generations were performed be optimized with respect to the population sizes
needed for obtaining double recombinants. This is ad-afterward, then the expected donor segment length in

BC3 is 18.1 cM as before (t1 � 1; t2 � 3, Table 1). Hence, dressed in the following section.
the gain in the reduction of donor segment length pro-
vided by forcing early recombination is only 1.3 cM on

MINIMAL POPULATION SIZES
average for a marker distance of 50 cM.

Additional BC generations also have a little impact In the previous section I studied the length of donor
segment among genotypes that are recombinant foron the distribution of Y values, as indicated by � values

in Table 1: If no additional information is available, at either M1 or M2. Here, I focus on the probability of
obtaining an individual that is double recombinant fort1 � t2 � 3, 90% of Y values are �40.8 cM, while if it

is known that the recombination took place in BC1, at markers M1 and M2 on both sides of locus T. In that case,
even when assuming no interference, recombination ont1 � 1 and t2 � 3, 90% of Y values are �38.7 cM; i.e.,

the gain is only 2.1 cM. both sides of T cannot be treated separately.
In one single BC generation, the probability of doubleFor a more realistic marker position (l � 20 cM, Table

2), the numerical results indicate that the gain in the recombination is easy to calculate from the product of
the probabilities of single recombinations on both sidesreduction of donor segment length, provided by forcing

early recombination between T and M, is even smaller of T. But, as noted by Young and Tanksley (1989b),
for close markers the probability of double recombina-than for a distant marker. For example, for a program

designed to last at most three BC generations, forcing tion is much lower than the probabilities of single re-
combinations. Hence, the population size needed tothe recombination between the gene and the marker

to take place in BC1 would provide a gain of only 9.2 � obtain a double recombinant in one single BC genera-
tion is much larger than twice the population size8.8 � 0.4 cM (t2 � 3, Table 2).

For even closer marker positions, (l � 10 cM, results needed to obtain a single recombinant on one side. On
the basis of this consideration, Young and Tanksleynot shown), this gain tends to zero and the results for

Y values at t1 � t2 are then hardly different from Y values (1989b) proposed to work on two BC generations, se-
lecting in the first generation a single recombinant onat t1 � t2. Hence, the results for these situations can be

simply taken from Figure 2. one side for the closest marker, then selecting in the
second generation a single recombinant on the otherAs a conclusion to this section, in theory an additional

gain in the reduction of donor segment length is always side. Young and Tanksley did not compute the corre-
sponding population sizes. The computation in the caseexpected from allowing additional backcrosses even

after a recombination between the locus T and the of two BC generations is more complex than in the
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case of one single generation, because it must take into lection marker on each side of T to M1 or M2, respec-
account all possible successions of recombination events tively. P is then the probability of transmission of the
leading to a double recombinant in BC2. Moreover, this foreground markers and not of the introgressed gene.
computation should be extended to any number of BC The probability of transmission of the introgressed gene
generations to design a BC scheme that allows a double is lower than P, depending on the position of the fore-
recombinant genotype to be obtained while minimizing ground markers, and must be calculated conditionally
the total number of individuals genotyped during the to the presence of those markers (see Melchinger
entire BC scheme. 1990; Hospital and Charcosset 1997).

A mathematical solution to this problem was first pro- For given markers’ positions and total duration of
vided by Hospital and Charcosset (1997). This solu- the breeding scheme, the total cost of the experiment,
tion was derived within the complex case of introgres- which we want to minimize, depends directly on popula-
sion of a QTL and with few applications. Moreover, it tion sizes at each generation. In this context, optimal
does not correspond to the most realistic strategy and population sizes are then simply the minimal population
needs slight modifications. Here, I derive a full theoreti- sizes necessary to achieve the experiment successfully.
cal treatment of the problem and provide comprehen- I now calculate such minimal population sizes.
sive numerical applications, which can be used for the Analytical derivations: The recursion equations of
optimization of backcross schemes in plant breeding or Hospital and Charcosset (1997, Equations A.16 to
any backcross scheme in which it is possible to retain a A.21) were derived under the following strategy (strat-
single progeny for reproduction at each generation. egy A): A backcross breeding program is intended to

Let r1 and r2 be the recombination rates correspond- be performed during a total of t2 generations. The final
ing to distances l1 and l2, respectively. Without loss of probability that the individual selected at generation t2
generality, I assume hereafter l1 � l2. The alleles at each is a double recombinant (G1) is computed by recursion.
locus are noted “0” for donor-type allele, and “1” for Then, population sizes nt at generations t � t2 are com-
recipient type. Since the genotypes carrying a donor puted such that this final probability is above a given
allele at locus T are the most interesting, I define only threshold (99%). These calculations need slight im-
five genotypic classes at loci M1TM2: G1 � 101, G 2 � provements.
100, G 3 � 001, G 4 � 000, and G 5 � *1*, the latter The recursions of Hospital and Charcosset (1997,
referring to the four possible genotypes carrying a recipi- Equations A.17 and A.18) consider the complex case
ent allele at locus T, regardless of the markers. where, if no double recombinant is found at a given

At each generation t a total of nt individuals (backcross generation, but at least one single recombinant is pres-
progenies) are first screened for the presence of the ent for each side of the introgressed locus, then the
donor allele at locus T and then possibly for the pres- selected individual is chosen at random among those
ence of the recipient alleles at markers M1 and/or M2. single recombinants. Here, I need only the simpler case
If no carrier of the donor allele at locus T is found in the where among single recombinants the selection of the
population, then the backcross scheme is interrupted recombinant for the closest marker is favored (i.e., M1
(failure). If one or more carriers are found, then among assuming l1 � l2). Hence, under strategy A, the re-
those a single individual is selected on the basis of its cursions should be computed as follows.
genotype at markers in the following order of priority: Let ht be the column vector of the frequencies at
(1) G1 (double recombinant); (2) G 2 (single recombi- generation t of the five genotypic classes Gi defined
nant); (3) G 3 (single recombinant); or (4) G4 (nonre- above. These frequencies are given by
combinant). Note that G 2 is selected prior to G 3 because
I assume l1 � l2. The selected individual is then back- ht � H · ht�1, (21)
crossed to the recipient parental line to provide the

withnext BC generation.
If the introgressed gene is identified unambiguously

(see definitions), then the probability of transmission
to a backcross progeny of the donor allele at locus T is

H �







P r2P r1P r1r2P 0

0 (1 � r2)P 0 r1(1 � r2)P 0

0 0 (1 � r1)P (1 � r1)r2P 0

0 0 0 (1 � r1)(1 � r2)P 0

1 � P 1 � P 1 � P 1 � P 1







P � 1⁄2. This is assumed here in the numerical applica-
tions, but, for the sake of generality, I keep the literal
P in the theoretical derivations. If the introgressed gene

(22)is identified by flanking markers (foreground selection
markers; see definitions), then the probability of trans-

andmission of the donor allele at locus T is �1⁄2 and must
be calculated from the probability of transmission of h
0 � {0, 0, 0, 1, 0}. (23)
those foreground selection markers (see an example in

Let at[i] be the probability that with strategy A theHospital and Charcosset 1997). In that case, l1 and
l2 are the distances from the outermost foreground se- individual selected at generation t is of genotype Gi. Let
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a
t � {at[i]}1�i�5 be the vector of these probabilities. We that an individual of genotype G1 is selected at genera-
tion t but not at any previous generation; �t is then thehave
probability of success at generation t ; conversely, bt[5]

at � At · at�1 (24)
� �t is the probability that no carrier of the introgressed
gene is found in the population at generation t ; �t iswith
then the probability of failure of the BC scheme at

a0 � h0. (25) generation t ; and finally bt[i] for 2 � i � 4 is the probabil-
ity that the individual selected at generation t is of geno-The element At[i, j] of recursion matrix At at line i and
type Gi, given that the individual selected at previouscolumn j is obtained by
generation is of genotype Gj (2 � j �4).

Again, we haveAt[i, j] � �1 � �
i�1

k�1

H[k, j]�
nt

� �1 � �
i

k�1

H[k, j]�
nt

, (26)

bt � Bt · bt�1 (28)
where H[k, j] is the element of matrix H at line k and

withcolumn j.
Finally, b0 � a0 � h0. (29)

The recursion matrix Bt is identical to At, except that
the first and last columns are set to 0:

At �








1 � (1 � P)nt 1 � (1 � r2P)nt

0 (1 � r2P)nt � (1 � P)nt

0 0

0 0

(1 � P)nt (1 � P)nt

Bt[i, j] �




0 if j � 1 or j � 5

At[i, j] otherwise.
(30)

Note that the events corresponding to the vector of
probabilities bt do not constitute a complete set of events
for t2 	 1. Rather,

��
t2

k�1

�k� � ��
t2

k�1

�k� � bt2[2] � bt2[3] � bt2[4] � 1. (31)

1 � (1 � r1P)nt 1 � (1 � r1r2P)nt 0

0 (1 � r1r2P)nt � (1 � r1P)nt 0

(1 � r1P)nt � (1 � P)nt (1 � r1P)nt � (1 � s12P)nt 0

0 (1 � s12P)nt � (1 � P)nt 0

(1 � P)nt (1 � P)nt 1






 For strategy B, the overall probability of success at

generation t2 is
(27)

St2 � �
t2

t�1

�t. (32)with the notation s12 � r1 � r2 � r1r2 introduced just to
save space.

Correspondingly, the mean total number of individu-In the case of constant population sizes (nt � n, ∀t),
als that need to be genotyped given that the BC schemethe elements of vector at can be obtained directly as a
is successful at last in generation t2 was computed asfunction of n and t after transformation of matrix At

to diagonal form (see an example in Visscher and
Thompson 1995). Yet, Hospital and Charcosset n(t2) � 1/St2��

t2

t�1

�t ��
t

k�1

nk��. (33)
(1997) showed that better results are obtained with vari-
able population sizes. In that case, at can be obtained Following the rationale of Hospital and Charcos-
only by recursion. set (1997), optimal population sizes are then defined

Besides other possible considerations (e.g., selection such that the overall probability of success St2 at genera-
on noncarrier chromosomes), the results of the previ- tion t2 is above a given threshold and the total number
ous section on segment length indicate that, once the n of individuals genotyped during the BC scheme is
marker is of recipient type, little gain on the reduction minimal:
of the donor segment is expected from performing addi-
tional backcross generations, in particular for close

AND




St2 � 0.99

nt2 minimal.
(34)markers. Hence, strategy A might not be the most realis-

tic. I then consider a slightly different strategy (strategy
B), where, if a double recombinant G1 is found at a Numerical applications: Optimal population sizes nt

for strategy B were computed numerically to fulfill bothgiven generation t � t2, then the backcross program
is interrupted (success) rather than pursued until the conditions in (34), i.e., find the population sizes that

minimize n while keeping above 99% the probabilityinitially defined generation t2. Also, the process is inter-
rupted (failure) if no carrier of the introgressed gene that a double recombinant is obtained at last in genera-

tion t2. Such a computation is easy when populationis found in the population at any t � t2.
For strategy B, I define a new vector of probabilities sizes are kept constant across BC generations (nt � n,

∀t). Yet, Hospital and Charcosset (1997) showed thatb
t � {bt[i]}1�i�5, such that bt[1] � �t is the probability
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TABLE 3

Minimal population sizes for a one-, two-, or three-generation backcross program

t2 � 1 t2 � 2 t2 � 3

l Population n1 n1 �1 n2 �2 n n1 �1 n2 �2 n3 �3 n

1.0 cst 93,959 921 (0.04) 921 (0.95) 1,800.9 471 (0.02) 471 (0.87) 471 (0.09) 975.2
var 579 (0.03) 996 (0.96) 1,546.9 233 (0.01) 344 (0.73) 731 (0.25) 757.0

2.0 cst 23,961 460 (0.08) 460 (0.91) 880.7 237 (0.04) 237 (0.85) 237 (0.09) 485.1
var 290 (0.05) 499 (0.94) 761.7 117 (0.02) 171 (0.72) 370 (0.25) 377.7

3.0 cst 10,861 306 (0.12) 306 (0.87) 574.4 158 (0.06) 158 (0.83) 158 (0.09) 320.1
var 193 (0.08) 334 (0.91) 500.5 78 (0.03) 113 (0.70) 251 (0.25) 251.5

5.0 cst 4,066 184 (0.19) 184 (0.80) 333.0 96 (0.10) 96 (0.80) 96 (0.09) 190.5
var 118 (0.13) 200 (0.86) 292.7 48 (0.05) 70 (0.70) 149 (0.24) 150.5

10.0 cst 1,119 92 (0.32) 92 (0.68) 154.7 49 (0.18) 49 (0.72) 49 (0.08) 93.1
var 62 (0.23) 100 (0.76) 139.3 25 (0.10) 36 (0.66) 76 (0.23) 75.1

20.0 cst 337 47 (0.47) 47 (0.52) 71.5 26 (0.30) 26 (0.62) 26 (0.07) 46.1
var 32 (0.35) 52 (0.64) 65.4 13 (0.16) 19 (0.61) 41 (0.22) 38.1

30.0 cst 179 32 (0.56) 32 (0.43) 45.8 18 (0.37) 18 (0.55) 18 (0.07) 30.6
var 23 (0.45) 36 (0.54) 42.7 11 (0.25) 13 (0.55) 28 (0.19) 26.2

50.0 cst 90 21 (0.66) 21 (0.33) 28.0 13 (0.49) 13 (0.45) 13 (0.06) 20.4
var 16 (0.56) 24 (0.43) 26.4 9 (0.37) 10 (0.49) 18 (0.13) 17.6

For each distance l � l1 � l2 (cM) between the introgressed gene and the two flanking markers, two lines give the results for
either constant (cst) or variable (var) population sizes. BC schemes of different total durations t2 are considered; in each case
the data give the optimal population size nt and probability of success �t at generations t � t2 and the mean total number of
individuals n (Equation 33).

a better reduction of n is achieved when allowing differ- to perform at least two BC generations, because the
probability of success in BC2 (�2) is always higher thanent population sizes at different BC generations. In that

case, finding the set of values {nt}t�[1,t2] that satisfy (34) the probability of success in BC1, except for distant mark-
ers (l 	 20 cM). Performing two BC generations withis more difficult, in particular for t2 	 2. A computer

program (F. Hospital and G. Decoux, unpublished constant population sizes permits a drastic reduction of
the total number of individuals that have to be geno-data) was designed for the numerical optimization of

population sizes in this case, using the “simulated an- typed, which confirms the intuition of Young and
Tanksley (1989b). Moreover, as already noted by Hos-nealing” algorithm (Press et al. 1992). Examples of nu-

merical results for some marker distances l � l1 � l2 are pital and Charcosset (1997), using variable popula-
tion sizes allows an even better reduction of n by slightlygiven in Table 3 for a BC breeding scheme intended

to last at most t2 � 1, 2, or 3 generations and in Table increasing �2 with respect to �1. In this case, population
size in BC2 needs to be higher than in BC1. This is4 for t2 � 5. Note, however, that our freely distributed

program makes it easy to compute population sizes in generally the case for any total duration of the BC
scheme (t2): Optimal values for variable population sizesany other situations and possibly with an optimization

criterion different from (34). should increase in advanced BC generations, except for
distant markers and high t2 values (e.g., t2 � 10, notThe definition of n in (33) takes into account only

the cases where the BC scheme is successful. With the shown).
Allowing BC schemes to last possibly more than twopopulation sizes in Tables 3 and 4, the probabilities �t

of failure of the BC scheme at any generation t (no generations permits an even further reduction of the
mean total number of individuals, though the gain oncarrier of the introgressed gene in the population) are

close to zero. Hence, the probability of nonsuccess at n is then less important than the gain from t2 � 1 to
t2 � 2. The gain is nevertheless economically important,t2 [1 � St2 � 1% with the conditions of (34)] is mostly

the probability of obtaining only a genotype G2, G3, or especially for close markers. Increasing total duration
of the BC scheme t2 from 2 to 3 with either constant orG4 (single- or nonrecombinant) at t2. In that case, the

BC scheme has not failed, but simply needs to be pur- variable population sizes provides a gain of �50% on
n for l � 20 cM, which may correspond to hundredssued one or more additional BC generations.

For a single-generation program (t2 � 1, Table 3), less individuals. It is worth noting that, with constant
population sizes, this gain is barely obtained at the ex-population sizes become very large for short marker

distances (l � 10 cM), which are the most relevant since pense of lower probability of success in early genera-
tions: Probability of success in at most two generationsusing close markers is the best way to reduce donor

segment length (see previous section). It is then better (�1 � �2) with constant population sizes is close to 90%
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TABLE 4

Minimal population sizes for a five-generation backcross program

t2 � 5

d Population n1 �1 n2 �2 n3 �3 n4 �4 n5 �5 n

1.0 cst 245 (0.01) 245 (0.63) 245 (0.24) 245 (0.08) 245 (0.02) 602.9
var 103 (0.01) 127 (0.30) 170 (0.34) 258 (0.24) 517 (0.10) 491.3

2.0 cst 123 (0.02) 123 (0.62) 123 (0.24) 123 (0.08) 123 (0.02) 300.9
var 52 (0.01) 64 (0.30) 86 (0.34) 130 (0.24) 259 (0.10) 246.2

3.0 cst 83 (0.03) 83 (0.62) 83 (0.24) 83 (0.08) 83 (0.02) 201.4
var 35 (0.01) 44 (0.30) 58 (0.34) 89 (0.24) 170 (0.10) 164.5

5.0 cst 50 (0.06) 50 (0.60) 50 (0.23) 50 (0.08) 50 (0.02) 120.2
var 21 (0.02) 26 (0.29) 35 (0.33) 53 (0.24) 106 (0.10) 99.3

10.0 cst 26 (0.10) 26 (0.57) 26 (0.22) 26 (0.07) 26 (0.02) 60.7
var 12 (0.05) 14 (0.31) 18 (0.31) 27 (0.22) 54 (0.09) 50.5

20.0 cst 14 (0.17) 14 (0.53) 14 (0.21) 14 (0.07) 14 (0.02) 31.2
var 9 (0.12) 9 (0.38) 10 (0.27) 15 (0.16) 30 (0.06) 27.4

30.0 cst 11 (0.25) 11 (0.51) 11 (0.17) 11 (0.05) 11 (0.01) 22.7
var 8 (0.19) 8 (0.43) 9 (0.24) 11 (0.10) 25 (0.04) 20.4

50.0 cst 9 (0.37) 9 (0.47) 9 (0.12) 9 (0.03) 9 (0.01) 16.4
var 8 (0.34) 8 (0.46) 7 (0.14) 8 (0.04) 13 (0.01) 15.3

Same as Table 3 for t2 � 5.

for t2 � 3 (Table 3) compared with 99% for t2 � 2 with fined in Table 4 for the same marker distance of 1 cM
and applying (33) for the first three generations onlymuch larger population sizes (about double). Again,

using variable population sizes for t2 � 3 permits a fur- (BC1 to BC3) shows that the mean total number of indi-
viduals is then �210, with a corresponding probabilityther reduction of n (�100 individuals for l � 5 cM).

But, in this case, the reduction of n is obtained at the of success of 65%. For l � 5 cM and t2 � 5, n is only
100 (Table 4).expense of a reduced probability of success in early

generations. A decision must then be made between The recursion equations of Hospital and Charcos-
set (1997) for the computation of minimal populationreduction of costs and reduction of duration of the

breeding scheme, which is a matter for economical con- sizes were used by Frisch et al. (1999) in a slightly
different context. In the present study, population sizessideration not taken into account here (see also below).

However, (�1 � �2) with variable population sizes is still were optimized a priori by considering the total possible
duration of the backcross program. Instead, Frisch etclose to 75% for t2 � 3 (Table 3).

The same tendencies are observed for even longer al. (1999) use a sequential a posteriori approach, where
minimal population sizes for any generation t are com-durations of the BC breeding scheme (e.g., t2 � 5, Table

4). Population sizes are always reduced, and even more puted given that the genotype of the individual selected
at the previous generation (t � 1) is known. This is notreduced for variable than for constant values, except

for distant markers. Note that for very distant markers the most relevant approach for the design of an optimal
backcross program before the program is started. Moreand/or very long durations (e.g., t2 � 10, not shown),

optimal population sizes are not reduced below a given generally, even for an already started BC program, it is
not relevant to optimize population sizes beyond thethreshold, because in those cases, while the probability

of double recombinations increases, the probability of very next generation. In particular, the present results
indicate that the threshold risk of 1% per generationfailure (“losing” the introgressed gene) becomes the

most critical factor. Again, with increased duration of used by Frisch et al. is not optimal in the context of
sequential predictions. In the present study, all BC gen-the program, the probability of success in early BC gen-

erations with either constant or variable population sizes erations are taken into account simultaneously, so there
is a program-wise risk of 1%. This corresponds in factdecreases with respect to the probability of success in

advanced generations. But, the important conclusion is to a higher risk per generation in early BC generations,
as could be estimated from (31) and � values in Tablesthat experimental costs are drastically reduced, even for

very close markers. For t2 � 5 (Table 4) and variable 3 and 4. This approach permits a better reduction of
the mean total number of individuals genotyped overpopulations sizes, a mean total number of only �500

individuals need to be genotyped for flanking markers the entire program. Moreover, this approach even pro-
vides higher probabilities of obtaining double recombi-as close as only 1 cM on each side of the introgressed

gene. Moreover, using the optimal population sizes de- nants in early generations. This is so because, when the
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TABLE 5population size necessary to obtain a double recombi-
nant in the next generation is considered as too large, Efficiency of selection for inner marker pairs
Frisch et al. (1999) use the minimum number of indi-
viduals necessary to obtain a single recombinant on one l �1 �2 �3 Rt�t

side, while the present approach provides intermediate
10.0 0.18 0.72 0.08 0.99values. Hence, the present results should permit a better

5.0 0.05 0.59 0.24 0.89
reduction of donor segment length at same experimen- 3.0 0.02 0.38 0.28 0.68
tal means (number of individuals genotyped). 2.0 0.01 0.24 0.23 0.48

Moreover, the present a priori approach provides an 1.0 0.00 0.08 0.12 0.20
objective criterion to determine the number of individu-

Probabilities (�t) of obtaining a double-recombinant geno-als that have to be genotyped in the sequential ap- type at generation t for marker pairs at distances l � l1 � l2proach, when the population size needed to obtain a (cM) in a three-generation backcross program (t2 � 3), when
double recombinant G1 at one given generation is too population size at each BCt generation is nt � 49. This approxi-

mates the efficiency of a multimarker pair strategy; see textlarge. Note that the calculation of optimal population
for details.sizes at any intermediate stage of an already started BC

scheme is also possible using our computer program
(F. Hospital and G. Decoux, unpublished data).

in Table 5. I consider a three-generations BC programOther selection scenarios: The calculations in this
(t2 � 3). Population size at each generation was fixedsection were derived within the framework of a breeding
at 49 individuals, i.e., the (constant) minimal populationscenario where (i) only one individual is selected at
size for a 10-cM marker pair from Table 3. Then, theeach generation (on the basis of its genotype at flanking
probabilities of obtaining double recombinants with themarkers) and (ii) only one pair of flanking markers is
same population size of 49 were computed for closerconsidered.
marker pairs at distances 5, 3, 2, or 1 cM, one pair at aCondition (i) is a limitation of the results on minimal
time.population sizes, in particular for their application to

Strictly speaking, in the case of a real multimarkerbreeding schemes where several individuals have to be
pair selection, these computations would provide exactselected at each generation (e.g., animals with low fecun-
results only for the innermost marker pair (1 cM). Thisdity). Note, however, that minimal population sizes here
is so because, with selection on multiple pairs, the rank-were computed so that at least one individual with the
ing of genotypes for any inner pair modifies the rankingdesired genotype is obtained; thus the expected number
of genotypes for any more distant pair compared to theof such individuals is always above one. Also, the present
ranking if this distant pair were alone. As a consequence,results for single selections could be used as a per-indi-
the probabilities in the last column of Table 5 do notvidual approximation to the multiple selections case.
sum up to one. However it provides a reasonable approx-But, this would provide only a crude approximation.
imation of the efficiency of a real multimarker pairExact derivation of minimal population sizes in the true
selection, and results in the last column can be interpre-multiple selection case is more complex and was not
ted as the probability of obtaining a double recombinantconsidered here. It could be feasible using the present
for the indicated pair or any other pair closer to T, whichderivations in conjunction with Equation 10 provided
provides a conservative estimation of the efficiency ofwith no application by Frisch et al. (1999).
a real multipair strategy.Concerning condition (ii), it was shown previously

Obviously the probabilities in this situation are close(Hospital et al. 1992) that simultaneous selection on
to zero in BC1. But the results in Table 5 indicate thatmultiple embedded marker pairs on each side of locus
with as few as 49 individuals per generation, which isT is more efficient than selection on any of the single
minimal for a marker pair at 10 cM, there is still a goodmarker pairs. The efficiency of selection on multiple
chance of obtaining by the end of the program (BC3)embedded marker pairs can be investigated with the
double recombinants for closer marker pairs (abovepresent derivations for a single marker pair using the
48% for markers down to 2 cM of locus T) except forfollowing rationale: (i) Define a duration of the BC
very close markers. This might then appear as a validscheme t2 and define a “limiting” marker pair for which
strategy. Note, however, that the cost of increased num-it is mandatory to obtain a double recombinant (gener-
bers of genotyping in a multimarker pair strategy shouldally the outermost marker pair, i.e., the pair of markers
also be taken into account in an economic optimizationmost distant from locus T). (ii) Take the minimal popu-
(not given here).lation sizes given in Table 3 for this limiting pair. This

would ensure that at least a double recombinant for
this pair is obtained by t2. (iii) Apply (28) with these

CONCLUSIONS
same population sizes for each inner marker pair in turn
(this is easy to perform with our computer program). The most important parameters for the optimization

of marker-assisted selection for the reduction of linkageAs an example, this was done to produce the results
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drag in backcross programs are the distances between
the flanking markers and the introgressed gene, the
population sizes, and the total duration of the BC
scheme.

The efficiency of marker-assisted selection (evaluated
from the expected length of the donor segment among
genotypes that are double recombinant for both flank-
ing markers) depends mostly on marker-gene distances,
except for distant markers. For distant markers, increas-
ing the duration of the breeding scheme (total number
of BC generations performed) has an effect on the re-
duction of donor segment length, but this effect is small
compared to the effect of shortening marker-gene dis-
tances. Hence, the best way to reduce donor segment
length is to use flanking markers as close as possible to
the introgressed gene. This has the drawback of consid-
erably increasing the population size needed to obtain
double-recombinant genotypes and thus increasing the
cost of the experiment. Population size obviously de-
pends on marker-gene distances, too, but in this case

Figure 4.—Relationship between efficiency of marker-the duration of the breeding scheme has an important
assisted selection and minimal population size. Abscissa: totaleffect. In some situations, the effect of breeding scheme
length Y (cM) from Equation 35 of donor segment on bothduration on population sizes might be more important sides of locus T. Ordinate: n from Equation 33. For different

than the effect of marker-gene distances. For close dis- BCt2 generations (t2 � 1, 2, 3, 5 or 10 from top to bottom) a
tances, performing at least two BC generations is critical. parametric plot of the couple values (Y (t2), n (t2)) was drawn,

with parameter value l � 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30,But, the present results indicate that planning to per-
40, or 50 cM indicated by dots from left to right. Ordinate isform even more BC generations (three or more) might
on logarithmic scales.be generally valuable.

The results of the two previous sections are combined
in Figure 4 as follows. I considered two flanking markers,

is also an important effect of increasing total durationlocated at same distance l1 � l2 from locus T, and a BC
up to BC3 for most marker distances and up to BC5 forscheme designed to last at most t2 generations. For the
very close markers (gene-marker distance is indicatedsake of simplicity, I did not identify single-recombinant
by dots, see Figure 4 legend). Increasing total durationgenotypes and the probabilities to obtain them (though
above BC5 appears less valuable since the additionalthis is feasible with the above equations), but only fo-
reduction of population size is then smaller and popula-cused on double-recombinant genotypes. Hence the ef-
tion sizes are then within reasonable limits, even forficiency of marker-assisted selection was evaluated from
close markers. Remember, however, that the probabilitythe expected length of the donor segment on both sides
of success at intermediate generations t � t2 is alwaysof the introgressed gene among double recombinants,
above zero and might be important in some cases.averaged over all intermediate generations, and weighted

Clearly, it is not possible to optimize simultaneouslyby the corresponding probabilities of success:
the three parameters l (marker distances), n (popula-
tion sizes), and t2 (total duration of the program).

Y(t2) � 2��
t2

t�1

�tEY(t)����
t2

t�1

�t�. (35)
Rather, this study makes it possible to optimize one
parameter, once decisions have been made regarding
the two other parameters: If a reduction of the donorNote that here and in Figure 4 I consider segment
segment to a short length is not mandatory, then usinglength on both sides of locus T, while other figures give
markers located at �10 cM from the introgressed genesegment length on one side only. This is done because
permits a good reduction of donor segment lengthas soon as probabilities of double recombinations are
(compared to its expected value with no marker-assistedconsidered both sides cannot be treated separately. The
selection, see Figure 2) at reasonable costs (less thanmean total number of individuals that need to be geno-
200 individuals) in only two BC generations. In thattyped given that the BC scheme is successful by genera-
case, performing additional BC generations would allowtion t2 was computed from (33).
the reduction of experimental costs to very low levelsFigure 4 highlights the effect of the planned total
(�100 or even 50 individuals). This would be seldomduration of the breeding scheme t2. If the major effect
desired since these situations correspond mainly to theof t2 on the reduction of donor segment length is seen

from increasing total duration from BC1 to BC2, there cases of introgression between commercial strains. In
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donor genome in near-isogenic lines of self-fertilizers bred bysuch cases, a fast acquisition of improved genetic mate-
backcrossing. Euphytica 30: 227–238.

rial is often more desirable than a drastic reduction of Tanksley, S. D., 1983 Molecular markers in plant breeding. Plant.
Mol. Biol. Rep. 1: 3–8.cost or donor segment length. Conversely, if a drastic

Visscher, P. M., and R. Thompson, 1995 Haplotype frequencies ofreduction of donor segment length is really mandatory
linked loci in backcross populations derived from inbred lines.

(e.g., for the construction of near-isogenic lines or con- Heredity 75: 644–649.
Visscher, P. M., C. S. Haley and R. Thompson, 1996 Marker as-genic strains), then these results show that this may

sisted introgression in backcross breeding programs. Geneticsbe achieved by marker-assisted selection using markers
144: 1923–1932.

located as closely as possible to the introgressed gene, Wolfram, S., 1988 Mathematica, a System for Doing Mathematics by
Computer. Addison-Wesley, Redwood City, CA.while keeping experimental efforts at a low level. But

Young, N. D., and S. D. Tanksley, 1989a Restriction fragmentin that case optimal BC breeding schemes should gener-
length polymorphism maps and the concept of graphical geno-

ally be planned to last a possible total of three to five types. Theor. Appl. Genet. 77: 95–101.
Young, N. D., and S. D. Tanksley, 1989b RFLP analysis of the sizegenerations.

of chromosomal segments retained around the tm-2 locus ofIn general, besides considerations related to eco-
tomato during backcross breeding. Theor. Appl. Genet. 77: 353–

nomic competition, performing several BC generations 359.
should be a better strategy, since it permits a very drastic

Communicating editor: C. Haleyreduction of costs. Moreover, it would also make it easier
to perform marker-assisted selection on chromosomal
regions not surrounding the introgressed gene (e.g., APPENDIX A
selection on noncarrier chromosomes, not considered

A longer, but maybe easier, way to demonstrate Equa-here) to reduce the overall recipient parent genome
tion 7 in text is as follows. At generation tco, a crossovercontent, because this selection is also more efficient in
occurred in ]x, x � dx]; then, (i) if no recombinationadvanced BC generations (Hospital et al. 1992) and
occurred in the interval ]x, l] at generation tco [probabil-because the increased frequency of double recombi-
ity (1 � r[l�x])], this provides a recombination betweennants on the carrier chromosome would permit a higher
locus T and M at this generation and is sufficient forselection intensity on noncarrier chromosomes.
M to be of recipient type at t1, whatever happened at
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the interval ]x, l] at generation tco (probability r[l�x]),discussions; Stéphane Ballereau and Guy Decoux for their help with
this provides no recombination between locus T and Msome of the numerical calculations; and Dan Vacso, Chris Haley, and

two anonymous referees for helpful comments. at this generation. Hence, for the marker to be of recipi-
ent type at generation t1, a recombination must have
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when selection failed (no recombinant was obtained,
marker remains of donor type, Equations B1, B4, and
B5 below). The results of Naveira and Barbadilla

�






(1 � e�2(l�x))(1 � e�2(l�x))(t1�1)

(1 � e�2l )t1
t1e�t1x if 0 � x � l

2t1

(1 � e�2l )t1
t1e�t1x if l � x � L.

(1992; Equations 2, 3, and 4 in text) provide the lengths
of intact segment averaged over both marker genotypes.

Let Z(t1) be the random variable corresponding to
(B1)the length of intact donor segment on one side of locus

T at generation BCt1, given that marker M at distance l In fact, noting that
is of donor type. The corresponding PDF ht1(x), mean

X(t1) � PM(t1)Y(t1) � {1 � PM(t1)}Z(t1), (B2)EZ(t1), and variance �2
Z(t1) are derived as follows.

The probability that the marker is of donor type at
(B1) could have been computed directly from (2) andt1 is {1 � PM(t1)} from (5).
(8) asFor l � x � L, stating that the intact segment length

is x implies that the marker is of donor type, thus the
PDF is directly obtained from the results of Naveira
and Barbadilla (1992), dividing (2) by {1 � PM(t1)}. ht1(x) �






ft1(x) � PM(t1)gt1(x)

1 � PM(t1)
if 0 � x � l

ft1(x) if l � x � L.For 0 � x � l, I follow the same rationale as for
(B3)Equations 6 and 7 in text, that is: For the interval ]0,

x] the probability is e�t1x dx as in (6). For the interval From (B3), the mean EZ(t1) of Z is then simply com-
]x, l[, at generation tco a crossover occurred in [x, x � puted from (3) and (10) as
dx]; then, for the marker to remain of donor type at
generation tco a recombination must have occurred in EZ(t1) � 1/{1 � PM(t1)}EX(t1) � PM(t1)/{1 � PM(t1)}EY(t1)
the interval ]x, l[. At generations t � tco, no crossover

(B4)occurred in [0, x]; then, for the marker to remain of
donor type no recombination must have occurred in

and the variance �2
Z(t1) of Z is computed from (4) andthe interval ]x, l[.

(12) asFinally, the PDF ht1 for Z(t1) is

�2
Z(t1) � 1/{1 � PM(t1)}2�2

X(t1) � PM(t1)2/{1 � PM(t1)}2�2
Y(t1).

(B5)ht1
(x) � ht1,t1

(x) �






r[l�x] (1 � r[l�x])(t1�1)

(1 � r[l])t1
t1e�t1x if 0 � x � l

1
(1 � r[l])t1

t1e�t1x if l � x � L


